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INTERGRAM 2015 ANNUAL REPORT 

 

Foundation and mission of the association 
 

INTERGRAM, an independent society of performers and producers of phonograms and audio-visual 

fixations, z.s. (registered association) was founded in 1990 by six professional organizations of 

performing artists (musicians, performers, actors, dancers, artistes) and by IFPI ČR (Czech national 

group of International Federation of Producers´ Industry representing producers of phonograms and 

audio-visual fixations) under the Association of Citizens Act No. 83/1990 Coll., with the goal to serve 

as an organization protecting the rights of performers and producers according to the Copyright Act. 

During its history, the range of managed types of rights developed as stated below. 

 

In accordance with the Act No. 237/1995 Coll. INTERGRAM received authorization No. 3512/96 

issued by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic. For the purpose of collective management, 

based on the new Copyright Act No. 121/2000 Coll., INTERGRAM received a new authorization from 

the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic by the decision No. 3209/2001. Based on the 

amendment of the Copyright Act No. 228/2014 Coll., Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic has 

later extended this authorization by the decision No. 69172/2014 OAP to include an authorisation to 

carry out collective management of the right to additional annual remuneration (the right subject to 

obligatory collective management) under Art. 71 par. 4 of the Copyright Act. 

 

Since 2014, INTERGRAM has been a registered association. INTERGRAM is an independent non-profit 

society, the purpose of which is something other than making a profit. 

 

Primary mission of INTERGRAM is to exercise collective management of economic rights of 

performing artists and producers of phonograms and audio-visual fixations under the Copyright Act 

and international conventions in the field of copyright and related rights. This means mainly entering 

cumulative contracts granting the rights to use the fixed performances and fixations to the users, 

collection of remunerations for granted licences, their recovery and distribution to the represented 

national and foreign rights holders. INTERGRAM carries out management or representation of 

entrusted rights of the performing artists and producers in compliance with the Statutes and the 

Accounting Rules approved by the General Assembly as a highest body of INTERGRAM. Relationship 

between the rights holders and the users of their performances and fixations is governed purely by 

private law. 

 

INTERGRAM exercises collective management of the rights of the above mentioned rights holders 

directly on the territory of the Czech Republic and indirectly abroad. In the Czech Republic, the 

collective management is carried out directly based on individual contracts on representation 

concluded with performing artists, representatives of collective bodies, with rights heirs, producers 

of phonograms and their labels and with producers of audio-visual fixations. Abroad INTERGRAM 
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operates indirectly by means of bilateral contracts concluded with foreign collective management 

organisations. Other activities of INTERGRAM include cooperation with professional organisations, 

with other collective management organisations (national and foreign) in protection of copyrights 

and rights related to copyright, providing legal and factual counselling to the represented rights 

holders, including litigation and submitting proposals during preparation of legislation and measures 

concerning protection of the rights of performers and producers. 

 

Collective management has the advantage that regarding the scope of use of subjects of protection 

the user alone is not able to identify which particular subject of protection he used and whether it 

concerned a represented rights holder or not. So in practice the user is not able to obtain licence 

from single rights holders individually. Through a contract the user gets a licence to the cumulatively 

determined performances and fixations concerning those rights holders who have concluded an 

individual contract of representation with INTERGRAM and also to subjects of protection that are 

managed by INTERGRAM based on bilateral contracts concluded with foreign collective management 

organisations. 

 

The represented and their remuneration 
 

In 2015 INTERGRAM represented rights of 573,782 rights holders from abroad and 16,813 rights 

holders residing in the Czech Republic (represented on the basis of a contract or registration of the 

particular performer or producer). Besides representation based on contracts or registration, 

INTERGRAM represents (collects remunerations and/or grants licences) also rights holders that do 

not have a contractual relationship with INTERGRAM or did not apply for registration where provided 

for by the Copyright Act and INTERGRAM found out about use of their performances or fixations 

from a broadcaster otherwise (for example from so called playlists of a TV or radio station). Collective 

management organisation has a legal obligation to represent every rights holder, whose 

performance or fixation is used in the Czech Republic. Foreign users enter into contracts of 

representation with INTERGRAM directly (571 performing artists) and through collective 

management organisations in the country of their domicile. INTERGRAM has 39 concluded 

cumulative contracts with collective management organisations, who represent at least 573,000 

rights holders. Negotiations on more international treaties with 6 collective management 

organisations and 7 foreign agencies are in process. 

 

Every year the remunerations are distributed to 65,000 rights holders, whose performances or 

fixations have been used in the respective year. The collected collection is distributed to the rights 

holders under the Accounting Rules. Main principle of distribution is based on the amount of minutes 

of use by broadcast stated in the playlists from the broadcasters. Aside from this principle the 

Accounting Rules define also other criteria for distribution such as number of sold carriers of 

fixations, amount of royalties etc. Amount of remunerations of single rights holders varies according 

to the amount of uses during the respective year. Total annual amount of remuneration of 1/3 of the 
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rights holders is less than 500 CZK from all the sources of use in the Czech Republic (public 

performance, broadcasting, transmission, rental and compensatory remuneration). The Accounting 

Rules that define methods of distribution of remunerations are a private matter of the rights holders; 

the General Assembly of INTERGRAM representing the rights holders approves them in a democratic 

process. INTERGRAM is in a position of an executer of these rights. Activities of INTERGRAM are 

financed on a base of percentage rate from the collected remunerations set by the General Assembly 

and laid down in the Accounting Rules – that is by the money of the represented rights holders, not 

from public sources as is frequently incorrectly passed on. None the less, INTERGRAM operations are 

often subject to improper comments by users of the performances and fixations and cash flow from 

the user to the rights holder is unjustifiably being questioned by various campaigns, which create a 

continuous pressure on the Ministry of Culture and Parliament of the Czech Republic and court 

institutions, often contrary to the decisions of Court of Justice of the EU.  

 

 

Processing of data concerning the use 
  

In 2015 data relating to use of performances and fixations were accepted and processed from 84 

radios, 10 internet radios, 29 televisions, 6 stations of the national Czech TV, 26 stations of the 

national Czech Radio and 2 managers of rights to films. This represents information on use by 

broadcasting of over 6,5 million fixations or programmes. Each of the fixations has gone through a 

decision–making process by INTEGRAM. This means identification of the fixation and linking every 

single fixation to a particular work registered in our database and linking performers, type of 

performances of single performers and producers of the fixation to our database of the rights 

holders. 

 

Concerning 2015, at least 474 million CZK shall be distributed to the accounts of the copyrights 

holders, whose performances were used during the respective year, reserves shall be formed and 

deductions made under the Accounting Rules. On behalf of the other collective management 

organisations INTERGRAM collected collection in the amount of 37,9 million CZK. 

 

 

Information technologies 

 

All activities INTERGRAM carries out in connection to the collective management require high level of 

information technologies. Documentation processing concerning use of performances and fixations 

by the broadcasters, management of registration of rights holders and their disbursements, 

registration of users of subjects of protection, monitoring and evaluation of collection. All of these 

activities are characterised by heterogeneous and diverse data structure and therefore are 

essentially solely carried out with use of the special individual information system (IS ITG). State of 

the current information system is not satisfactory, because it was not built as compact and coherent 
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IS, which would integrate all the individual agendas. The situation is also made more complicated by 

permanent need for changes – requests are faster than their implementation. Amount of the 

represented foreign rights holders is rising, exchange of particular remunerations based on reciprocal 

agreements with the foreign collective management organisations is becoming more difficult and 

demands on information from the rights holders are increasing. In consequence INTERGRAM is 

preparing significant changes, that shall include change of IS supplier and employment of IT manager. 

 

Besides its own IS ITG INTERGRAM currently uses international database of rights holders IPD4, 

international format SDEG for specification of identification of used repertoire of performing artists, 

format DDEX for exchange of catalogues of producers represented by INTERGRAM abroad and 

follows the development of international database of fixations VRDB2, that shall use ISRC codes. A 

web page of performing artists and producers of phonograms was launched in 2015. The 

represented performers and producers can get access to see the list of fixations and programmes for 

which they obtained remunerations in accordance with the reports of individual broadcasters in the 

territory of the Czech Republic. It means a step towards transparency which enables the represented 

to have control over management of their rights. The ISRC codes database owned by INTERGRAM is 

comprised of notification recording protocols. We have ambitions to extend this database using the 

highest quality catalogues of producers, that have been assessed in terms of their completeness 

(whether they contain comprehensive information on performing artists). This way the most 

accurate source of information for identification and collection distribution concerning broadcasted 

fixations, mainly of Czech repertoire, shall grow rapidly. INTERGRAM has been successful in 

negotiations with 8BC company, that is the supplier of a program for music mix for radio 

broadcasting. 8BC will provide a new XML format, that shall significantly raise quality of the 

information on the fixations broadcasted by a big group of radio broadcasters. Documents for 2015 

from a big group of broadcasters were already processed in this format and we are negotiating next 

steps. 

 

 

2015 collection (as of March 11, 2016) 
 

Collection 

Carried out by INTERGRAM for the rights holders represented by INTERGRAM 467,574 thous. CZK 

Carried out on behalf of NTERGRAM by foreign collective management organisations  

6,594 th. CZK 

For distribution by INTERGRAM  in total      474,168 thous. CZK 

Carried out as a service for other collective management organisations in the Czech Rep.  

37,970 thous. CZK 

Collection for 2015 in total       512,138 thous. CZK 
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COLLECTION IN THOUSANDS CZK actual. 2011 actual. 2012 actual.  2013 actual. 2014 actual. 2015 
actual.  
15/14 

          
As of 
11.3.2015 % 

Source of income distr. in 2012 distr. in 2013 distr. in 2014 distr. in 2015 distr. in 2016   

For use of commercial phonograms by broadcast 
and transmission Coll. in 2011 Coll. in 2012 Coll. In 2013 Coll. In 2014 Coll. In 2015   

Public radio 12 563 13 104 13 104 13 104 13 104 100 

Private radios 30 946 24 387 32 541 26 911 25 736 96 

National television 43 473 53 053 59 469 56 039 57 768 103 

Cable, local, satellite, internet televisions and STA 37 785 41 736 51 980 54 159 62 260 115 

Advertisements in TV and national radio 5 448 5 176 5 721 5 769 5 827 101 

In total 130 215 137 456 162 815 155 982 164 695 106 

For public use, compensations, rental             

Blanc carriers and audio devices 33 396 36 954 44 845 48 312 39 207 81 

Blanc carriers and video devices 22 102 22 615 24 062 22 238 36 388 164 

Libraries 5 137 5 054 5 035 5 026 5 040 100 

Discotheques 9 866 7 708 7 041 8 043 8 416 105 

Public performances and other 143 847 158 176 173 177 177 893 150 968 85 

In total 214 348 230 507 254 160 261 512 240 019 92 

              

For the use of commercial phonograms via 
broadcast, public use, compensations …. 344 563 367 963 416 975 417 494 404 714 97 

For broadcast and sale of programmes and films             

Czech Radio 21 287 18 911 12 455 13 234 12 500 94 

Czech Television 42 289 43 374 54 292 49 094 46 382 94 

Telexport 4 527 1 522 3 189 2 525 1 637 65 

Films from The State Cinematography Fund…and 
The National Film Archive 3 781 3 175 2 817 4 641 1 552 33 

Other (individual use) 1 110 1 448 764 804 594 74 

Other (Slovakia – re-run fees) 351 297 246 217 195 90 

In total 73 345 68 727 73 763 70 515 62 860 89 

COLLECTION FROM THE CZECH REPUBLIC 417 908 436 690 490 738 488 009 467 574 96 

COLLECTION FROM ABROAD 3 560 4 736 3 309 5 888 6 594 112 

COLLECTION IN TOTAL 421 468 441 426 494 047 493 897 474 168 96 

  

Total collection for 2015 reached an absolute amount of 474,168 thousand CZK. Compared to 2014 it 

is a decrease by 19,729 thousand CZK (by 4 %). 

 

Collection for the use of commercial phonograms via broadcasting increased by 8,713 thousand CZK, 

in total reached the amount of 164,695 thousand CZK, which is by 6 % more than in 2014. The 
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biggest growth showed collection for cable transmission and television broadcast, decrease showed 

only collection from private radio broadcasters. Other segments of broadcast remained practically at 

the same level as in 2014. 

 

Collection in the field of public use and compensations decreased in total by 21,493 thousand CZK, 

that is by 8 % compared to 2014. This decrease was caused exclusively by a decrease of collection for 

public performances, which went down by 26 million CZK. Collection for import of the blanc carriers 

and devices increased by 5,045 thousand CZK year on year, which lowered the total decrease in this 

category. Negative development of the collection from public performances has been influenced by 

two facts. By transfer of collection from part of the users from 2015 to 2016 as a result of long 

negotiations with the Association of Hotels and Restaurants, when the agreement was not reached 

till turn of the years 2015/2016 and also by restriction of collection from small shops and businesses 

as a result of some judicial decisions. Association of Hotels and Restaurants (associating about 800 

big runners of public performances) and INTERGRAM are in a dispute over application of two 

provisions of the Copyright Act - on manner of reflection of accommodation facilities utilisation in the 

licence price and on ceiling the amount of the fees on half of the amount of the concessionary fee. 

Unlike the reasonable attitude of majority of the rest of the users, who paid the licence fees in time, 

the biggest users from the association refused to fulfil their obligation to pay in time for the granted 

licences. Second reason for the drop of the collection for public performances is a growing negative 

attitude of part of the users of public performances, who refuse to fulfil their legal obligation to apply 

for a licence before the realisation of the public performance and to pay for it. Due to this behaviour 

of some of the users INTERGRAM conducts 5,331 litigations on behalf of the represented rights 

holders, out of which 1,470 new legal actions were started in 2015 to enforce fulfilment of 

obligations of the users to the rights holders. 

 

Collection of remunerations for broadcast and sale of programmes and films will most probably end 

up with a decrease by 7,655 thousand CZK, that is by 11 % year on year. Amount of collection in this 

segment depends solely on decision of the users on how much they are going to use the programmes 

and films and performances fixed in them. INTERGRAM has no influence on the scope of such use 

(broadcast of re-runs and sale of programmes by public media, sale of films administered by the 

State Cinematography Fund, individual use of fixations of performances by other producers). Final 

collection results are also partly influenced by an estimation (processing of data is usually finished in 

the middle of May of the following year). In a long term we expect a drop of collection, mainly 

concerning the rerun fees, because the Czech TV has terminated the contract guaranteeing to the 

performers remuneration for broadcast of reruns concerning newly produced programmes by the 

end of 2014 and negotiations on a new contract are still in process. 

 

International Activities 

Participation in the work of the international organisations of performing artists (AEPO-ARTIS, SCAPR 

including IPDA), producers of phonograms (IFPI) and producers of audio-visual fixations 

(EUROCOPYA) lies mainly in the preparation and processing of the materials for proceedings. It also 
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includes processing of information concerning the situation in the Czech Republic, exchange of 

experience from the activities of the collective management organisations and participation in 

proceedings of some bodies, of which INTERGRAM is a member. Topics discussed at AEPO-ARTIS, IFPI 

and EUROCOPYA concerned mainly the newly adopted and forthcoming EU Directives and 

international WIPO agreements. The most important negotiations concerned the Directive on 

collective management, implementation and execution of the directives adopted earlier, mainly 

concerning the issue of extension of the term of protection of the rights of performers and producers 

of phonograms. 

Currently the European Commission in particular examines current level of protection (both legal and 

practical aspects) of copyright and neighbouring rights (public hearings, targeted questionnaires for 

chosen countries) with the aim to fully map this field and propose new measures. AEPO-ARTIS aims 

its proposals in this context mainly at the field of use of performances via internet. In 2015, in 

cooperation with the other international organisations of performers, it has organised a wide-

reaching international campaign, that is still going on this year, with the aim to make the European 

legislators pay a serious attention to this field. INTERGRAM has also started closer cooperation with 

the collective management organisations or the neighbouring countries, mainly with Slovak 

SLOVGRAM, Polish organisations STOART and SWAP and with Hungarian EJI with the aim to share 

practical and professional experience and standpoints. 

 

INTERGRAM in the year of the 25th anniversary in numbers 

 1990 2015 

Number of the represented rights holders in the Czech Republic 516 16,813 

Number of the represented foreign rights holders - 573,782 

Number of the registered rights holders (extra-contractual) - 73,231 

Number of contracts entered with the foreign collective 
management organisations 

1 39 

Amount of annual collection 42 million CZK 474 million 
CZK 

Total expenses for the represented ones (from the annual 
collection) 

10 % 21.5 % 

Costs of management of the collective management organisation 
(from the annual collection) 

- 14 % 

Costs of the common interests of the represented ones (from the 
annual collection) 

-  7.5 % 

Amount of the distributed remunerations (from the annual 
collection) 

- 373 million 
CZK 

Number of employees 13 32 

Number of employees (short term) 2 2 

Number of Committee members 8 12 

Number of Control Commission members 3 4 

 

In the comparison we have used the most up to date data available. It is obvious, that since the 

foundation of the society the collection has increased more than 10 times and the number of the 
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individually represented (with the exception of the cumulative reciprocal agreements) has increased 

more than 30 times. Costs of management of the collective management for one represented 

(including the costs of common interests) have increased only 2.1 times since the foundation of 

INTERGRAM. 

 

2015 was a jubilee year. INTERGRAM has been carrying out collective management of the rights of 

performing artists and producers of phonograms and audio-visual fixations for the full 25 years. It has 

become a big and respected collective management organisation operating in the Czech Republic, 

managing rights of hundreds of thousands rights holders from all over the world. Review of the 

achieved results convinces the rights holders that the activities they all together started 25 years ago 

are well on track. 
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